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Cairo,Feb.I0th

Dear U Thant,,

I am writing this note from Cairo after having spent a few
days in Algiers where I had the -opportunity to have lengthy
discussions with both the ambassador of the Democratic Republic
of Viet Nam and the representative of the FNL,

•o

Before putting down what I was told, let me first say that
the impression. I have received during both talks is that
there is •UJiJi-'-"J- a new mood among the Vietnamese. Their
views as well ad their tone seemed to be more flexible and
more pragmatist than, ever before-. This does not mean that
their objectives or their struggle are taking a new turn.
But their analysis of the international situation, the
struggle between Peking and Moscow,the impact of your own
statements and positions, the several approaches made to them
the past year or so by their friends and those who are trying
sincerely to help them —all this and other factors seem to
have had a strong effect on the "way" and "tone" of their
discussions and the expression of their views.

Never before —and I had ,as you know, many talks in the past
with them —had I felt that there were as much eager to face
and accept flexibility in their approaches to a settlement
as this time, True that their objectives have not changed and
cannot fundamentally change. But there is an intelligent and
wise readiness to be more "diplomatic" and "realistic", faced as

they are with the tremendous odds.

To me, there is not a single doubt that both the N.V. and the
have finally agreed — a common agreement — that if the US
does stop bombing N.V. —Hanoi will accept direct talks with
the US and that inthe first stage, the FNL will NOT insist
to participate in th^fese first talks. What the Foreign Minister
of N.V. told Burchett and what the H FNL representative in
Paris repeated a few days ago have to be taken in their face
value: Hanoi will accept talks with the US if and when the US
stops the bombardments. This is,as you know, a shift irrfc their
former positions — at least publicly. In the past, in their
private talks to friends and allies, they did recognize that
if the US stopped attaching N.V. — an atmosphere conducive to
talks would be created, while many Eastern Europeans and others
seemed convinced that it would lead to talks. Now, these
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attitudes are formalized and they are valid and sincere.

This is what the FNL representative in Algiers, Tran Haoi Nam
told me on Feb.?th: ( off the record,of course)

I.- Please ±a consider the statements of the Foreign Minister of
N.V.to Burchett as a "new" and "significant/" element in our
fundamental position. Our friends and foes must come to realize
that this is a position which means that if the IIS stops bombing,
N.V. will accept the procedure of let's say preliminary discussions.

2.-Yes, the FNL supports completely this position. You wonder why
we would accept that Hanoi conducts, alone, such talks. Well, this
is considered by the FNL as preliminary talks that would lead to
wider negotiations which wdmld of course include the FNL as an
equal partner. We realize it would be difficult, at this stage,
for our enemies to accept tp talk to us directly. But our brothers
of the North could be trusted to engage the first talks. We have
recently reached a complete agreement onthis point. It's true that
such agreement didnot exist before.

3.-It's true (he said in answer to one of my questions)that
the internal situation,in China is disturbing us tremendously.
Many of the/infernal struggle XBELSXE: inChina are a puzzle to us
but what this struggle has led to MS is a gradual and growing
lessaaing of China's preoccupations with the Viet Nam problem.
You understand,of course, that we cannot take side in this
soviet-Chinese struggle, and we believe it's hurting not only our
cause but also the cause of the entire Third World. But we have to
face it and draw the necessary conclusions. These conclusions,in
my personal opinion —and I insist it's personal opinion — are
that China will not be in a position for some years to come to
play the international role it would have been in a position to
play if it were not for this internal struggle whose "main"
source is indeed the conflict between Pekin and Moscow. Without
such conflict, this internal struggle would not have taken this
trend.

k»-\5 Thant must be pleased by our "new" attitude as reflected by
the foreign minister of N.V. Well, we listened to his advice.
We believe that he has shown courageacf± more after his reelection
than before. And it's a positive stand. It's vital for the
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successful settlement of the present conflict ±Hi that he
continues on this path. ( No longer did the representative of
the FNL repeat his last views expressed to me last year,that
U Thant should side completelywith the FNTi positions).
We have told our Chinese friends that they should reduce or
even eliminate their attacks against him, at least on the personal
level* They may criticize some of his views,as we did, but that
they should aroid personal attacks.

5.-We,in the FNL, would be very pleased indeed to have talks with
U Thant. Here in Algiers or wherever is possible.He'11 be welcome.
Please convey this to him, wyhen you see him. We have no reservations
and no^ opposition to see him and discuss with him. But what is
important and what we value above all is that he should avoid
any position that would be interpreted that inhis opinion, the issue
of Viet Nam is a matter between N.V. and the USA. He called world
public attention to this point at his recent pressconference and it
was very helpful. But he has to be careful not to fall in the trap
which even some of our own friends in Eastern Europe make —that
if Hanoi decides something, the FNL will have to follow through
blindly. This is not the case and will neveriiE be. But we showed
flexibility as some of our friends have advised us repeatedly...
and I hope that these friends will now concentrate all their efforts
to have the US stop the attacks on N.V. —now that we have accepted
the principle of talks,once such attacks stop.

6.- I do not think that our friends in the third world have
appreciated and understood well what our recent statements
and those of the Foreign Minister of the N.V. really meant.
It would be so useful if U Thant and our friends do their utmost
to stress the importance of our concession.We hate to use the word
concession, because we have not made any fundamental one and we
cannot now. But it's a tactical but significant change that could
lead to serious talks and maybe a solution.

7.-Such a final solution must be negotiated witk together with the
FNL on equal foo^ting. We indeed do not care a bit if the "enemy"
is represented "also" by Saigon clique or if 10 other groups are
there — providedidza that we,the fighters, are there with equal

rights and on an equal foot/ing.
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The Ambassador of North Viet Nam Nguyen Van Phat was also
emphatic in the importance he laid to the statement of his foreign
minister and he,too, pleaded that the friends and allies of the 5
Vietnamese people ought to give the utmost importance and significanc
to the statement he made to Burchett. He appeared much more friendly
in his discussions about jrtje SG of the UN than ever before,and
certainly more than during our last discussions in Algiers. He
said that while "we felt that his departure from the UN would have
had a strong impact on world public opinion that could have shaken
the US prestige and positions througftbut the world ", we have never
wished that he leaves his post, because any one else would have
needed a long time to adapt himself to his post and would have been
much more inhibited to talk and take positions... In a final analysis
he said, I believe he was right to stay on, provided of course that
he continues on the same path as the one he recently adopted after
his reelection*

Other points he stressed:

I.-The tactical change in our position must be understood in the
light of 3 main factors:

a)The internal upheavals in China.
b)The worsening of the relations between Pekin and
Moscow and the "possibilijtjt" of an armed clash
between them before the end of 196?.

c)The decline of the US prestige in the world as a
result of the viet nam war and the tremendous pressures
which world public opinion is exerting upon it.These
pressures have contributed to create a more favourable
position for us in the talks to come, because the US
is more isolated even among its own allies.

2.-Basically, our position has not changed.We have never rejected
or declared nil the Geneva agreements whose implimentation remains
the condition for a lasting peace.No peace is possible untilthe
US troops leave Viet Nam, but I do not think it's for tomorrow.
We know the tremendous forces opposiAgjzf peace inthe US and that
the war can last for years. But we had to indicate and prove our
good faith,since our own friends keep saying that we had to make
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a step forward. Well,we did it. Now,it's up to them.

3.-Wo, I do not think that the issue of the evacuation of the troop
(I mean its timing) could be an obstacle to a solution. We have to
take the stand that we stick to our ^points formula and to support
the formula of the ML. But we are resalistic enough to realize that
the evacuation of the US troops will "most probably" come as a
resu'lt of the neg otiations ife rather than as a "prior" move.
But we have to maintain this formal position, for the future
give-and-take procedure:...

*f.- I think that the Chinese 'pressures' --as you call them—
(he said this in ans\ver to a question) on Hanoi and the FNL
to refuse any kind of talks with the US have today less impact
than let's say a year ago, because the Chinese leaders are quite
concerned these days with their internal struggle and because
they know that we do not believ da that their Military intervention
on our side,at this time, is opportune.

5»-However,we continue to believe that a stronger Soviet diplomacy
visavis the US on Viet Ham. and other world problems is warranted
The US/ is too much satisfied —yes too much-- with the apparent
readiness of the USSR to develop,even on a limited basis, its
relations with the US,despite Viet Nam. True that the USSR has its
own problems, mainly with China,and has to be doubly careful...
Yet, Washington depends a lot of this moderate soviet foreign
policy in the pursuit of its adventurous policies...

6.-Many of our friends, including those of the third world,
have told us that ±sa if we announcedthat we would talk with
the US,once bombing stops, the US will respond. U Thant seemed to
believe this also. Well, we satisfied them and U Thant. How,what,?
Do you think the US will respond? I have strong doubts. Some of
our friends say that the US did respond by accepting that tide FNL
participates on an equal footing...But this is far from being the
immediate issue at this moment. The immediate target is the stopping
of their agression. From what we hear, they won't. There is now a
"task" which we hope our friends will carry on...

That's all for today,.. With my best personal wishes,

Sincerely,

S.
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A. talk with the Chinese ambassador in
Algeria

China has definitely resumed its diplomatic offensive in the
neutralist camp it considers the less iifesiyz&sxteJB̂ aiiiBSZMs
prpaoviet one ..« Its diplomats, for instance,in Algiers ar©
coming in masses inf̂ plomatic receptions, appr- caching j&& other
diplomats and ofefess non diplomats, They are inviting nexfsmen
and dignataries to their embassy and even homes,,

There is no doubt in my mind,on the basis of ®hat I've seen and
heard in Algiers, that China is indeed returning to its pre»
cultural revolution period aa far as its *diplomati© offensive*
is concerned.

I had a long two hours talk with the chines© ambassador in
Algiers. The first striking impression I had. was that he was
convineed,(at least wanted to give this impression^) that
Russia is pp sparing a long war with his country and that

"the MS only emanation for the US "Catering" to the usss?,riow
at the expense of som© of its allies, &z and its furious attempts
to improve ties with moscow, is its hop© that russia crushes
china or at least paralyse china in asia»whe aaid plainly,

"This is,in our ̂ plsmtx opinion, the central explanation of
what is happening today in europe and elsewhere! russia trying
to improve its^ieswith west germapy, to slow down the pressures
or the screams of Ulbricht about Poland*'s suggestions and/or offers
to Germany,, russia trying to soften the arabs visayis Israelj,
russia limiting to a tremendous extai t the availability of soviet
equipment to arab armies ( it is said that egypt has one month
reserve of spare parts for its air force only, and two months
reserve for its powder ) russia"s attempts to create a socalled
asian security pact, russia*s new face in western europe,
and last but not least its difficulties to do ±m to Romania the
same thing it did to Prague -- naked aggression!
(ne never uses,of coour3e,the word *russia* but the russian revisionnistsft
"Russia having placed its target of destroying ehina*s revolution
on th® first plaae, all what is happening and will happen in_th©
monthsjtas and years to e©me must be explained in ach a light*-if you
do,you'll never mis-understand or mia»int©rpret Its international
moves, "

The chines© ambassador went further by saying that in his opinion:
the Russians want to attack China in the very near future, and
©v©n before the USA leave Vietnaa, because if the US ssdfe±!±
remains in Vietnam, the russians believ© && this would insure
them a sort of shield against us on other,fronts,»,»

» But could it afford to act, I asked, before the USSS departs
or the war settled?

- Of course it could. The mistake many of you make today is to
believe that Russia cares toMj about the reactions or feelings
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of the western communist parties — since most of the other parties
are antisoviet anyway. They donot care a bit, because their present
concern/Sis JSB& no longer the western f ID nt --but China's, This is
again a question 'which, if understood properly, would make you
understand what may or may not happen in europe,the mideast,ete,
After all, remember one thing: even if the i-Jestern§x̂ sê ;
communist parties desert the rusaians, where (at least some)
could they go? China? It's a long way*,,, and donot forget the
present leadership so much committed and sold heart and soul t®
the Russians,,,, th© russians have a very important * trump car d »
on most of th© irfefiSsSsaxaasaiaBss western ©oiomunist leaders »-so many
of them are on their payrolls I

-How about Vietnam, I asked him

g-The Russians donot wait an eafrly settlement of Vietnam. For the
same reasons wi ieh I just ©plained to you,

-Whatw.ould happen if Russia attacks you?
/ t

« True that they have strategic vjeapons && A and H bombs, etc,
But the question is whether they would &&E8 to become a socialist
state (after all) attack in g si other one lg/8toraic bombs* What a msMs
world's reaction BUT MOSTLY how would the^p own people &M react*
Would they let their leaders act this way? My answer to that is
that the soviet saute revisit nnists would def&Mtely not hesitate,
but no one can tell if there I-EHX won't be an uprising or a coup
to prevent it,, or stop it, This explains their huge internal campaign
to prepare th® assault*
"But if they attack, wessik have already male plans to attack baek
and with th© sara® wê > ons.Mor© than they think w© iaav©« Even from
within Russia, we hav© f riends and allies who willstrike baek»
And no one will know9not even. they, wher® our next strike will come
from* The important thing in such a situation is to know what your
adversary wantvsto do? w© know what it w ants to do, Sofitfe are getting
ready »

-How about socalled talks with the US?

- Wefve had many approaches from th© ITS, particularly thru their
allies or near-allies, H We answered that w© are always ready to
talk, but that an accord depends on their aaian policies --formosa,
vietnam,etc<, However, WS DO WS believe that they really want to
settle thin gs with us! their leaders remain somewhat convinced that
their socalled proclaimed neutrality should be more favorable to
Russia than to us — because they consider us as their main enemy frk
not Russia,

-How about the Mifieast?

Russians will always prevent the Arabs from waging their war
of liberation, ..and will alwaps prevent their victory, They want th©ra
the way they are nowi; to. milk them, elicit them, ». and make deals
with the US aa at th@lr expense, »»


